March 30, 2021

Governor Gavin Newsom
1303 10th Street, Suite 1173
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Establishment of Statewide Data Privacy Forums
Dear Governor Newsom:
We write to respectfully request your attention to our concerns regarding ongoing implementation of
the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), and upcoming implementation efforts for the California
Privacy Rights Act (CPRA). With the pending change in leadership at the California Attorney General’s
office, the time is right to open up an inclusive new process for the general public to engage actively on
the best ways to devise industry-facing regulations for these two important data privacy laws.
In particular, we encourage your administration to provide for a series of eight open town hall forums
to be held around the state (as in-person meetings, if they can be conducted safely under COVID-19
protocols), as well as presented virtually. The purpose is to give opportunities for citizens, engaged
organizations, and the general public to share their viewpoints on implementation of the two data
privacy laws, including raising questions, sharing concerns, and suggesting potential reforms.
Over the coming year, our diverse alliance will be urging elected officials in California -- both in
executive offices and in the legislature -- to focus on protecting the digital rights of our citizens. We
believe that encouraging this new process can allow more voices to be heard. This dialogue should
encompass coming to grips with the complexities involved in the upcoming launch of the California
Privacy Protection Agency.
This conversation is all the more crucial even as federal privacy legislative proposals are being drafted - some of which seeks to preempt and supersede California’s privacy laws. To ensure that Congress
does not thwart efforts to safeguard the interests of California citizens, our elected officials must
engage in ongoing data privacy discussions, both within our State borders and outside our State.
These are important discussions we cannot ignore. The signatories to this letter strongly believe that
there are dozens of important issues on the horizon in California in 2021 for personal data privacy. We
urge you to utilize your executive power to actively encourage more constructive dialogue between
executive agencies, legislators, the public, and consumer advocacy groups.
We greatly appreciate your ongoing attention to this important issue. We look forward to working
with you and your staff to plan and organize these upcoming digital dialogue events.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
On behalf of the Me2B Alliance (www.me2ba.org) and signers below,
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